Large tandem repeats make up the chromosome bar code: a hypothesis.
Much of tandem repeats' functional nature in any genome remains enigmatic because there are only few tools available for dissecting and elucidating the functions of repeated DNA. The large tandem repeat arrays (satellite DNA) found in two mouse whole-genome shotgun assemblies were classified into 4 superfamilies, 8 families, and 62 subfamilies. With the simplified variant of chromosome positioning of different tandem repeats, we noticed the nonuniform distribution instead of the positions reported for mouse major and minor satellites. It is visible that each chromosome possesses a kind of unique code made up of different large tandem repeats. The reference genomes allow marking only internal tandem repeats, and even with such a limited data, the colored "bar code" made up of tandem repeats is visible. We suppose that tandem repeats bare the mechanism for chromosomes to recognize the regions to be associated. The associations, initially established via RNA, become fixed by histone modifications (the histone or chromatin code) and specific proteins. In such a way, associations, being at the beginning flexible and regulated, that is, adjustable, appear as irreversible and inheritable in cell generations. Tandem repeat multiformity tunes the developed nuclei 3D pattern by sequential steps of associations. Tandem repeats-based chromosome bar code could be the carrier of the genome structural information; that is, the order of precise tandem repeat association is the DNA morphogenetic program. Tandem repeats are the cores of the distinct 3D structures postulated in "gene gating" hypothesis.